A Day in
Davenport

Morning
Have a freshly baked croissant, an omelet, pancakes, or just a good cup of coffee at Whale City Bakery, a local favorite. At Wilder Ranch State Park, you can explore a historic ranch or take to the hills for the best mountain biking in the county.

Visit the Davenport Jail. Built in 1914, it is now a museum.

Mid Day
Take advantage of the dramatic sea arches and hidden beaches of the Highway 1 coastline. Have a picnic for lunch, bring your surfboard, or enjoy a scenic walk along the spectacular cliffs or hike along the bluffs. Davenport is great for whale watching.

Afternoon
Get back to nature at the Swanton U-Pick Berry Farm and take some fresh produce with you for homemade pies, jams or just to munch on! Then hike through deep canyons among the redwoods at Rancho del Oso State Park.

Evening
Head up the coast to watch a beautiful sunset while kite boarders sail through the air at Waddell Beach or at Scott Creek Beach.